Due to the long life and high reliability of vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers, the performance degradation experiment cost is high, and the experiment cycle is long, because the degradation failure process of a semiconductor laser is a monotonic decreasing process, and the amount of performance degradation is independent for each function. Therefore, based on the Gamma process, the degradation performance of vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers has been modeled and analyzed in this paper. First, a model is given based on the Gamma process. Then, the failure distribution of the product is determined by analyzing the first arrival time distribution of the process, and then, the reliability of the product is statistically deduced to determine the residual life distribution of the device. Finally, combined with the data obtained from accelerated aging experiments, the product failure time of 261 470 hours is deduced, approximately 30 years. The model is in good agreement with the experimental results, which proves the validity of the model and provides a theoretical basis for the analysis of the reliability of the vertical cavity surface-emitting laser. According to the model, the reliability of the device decreases to 0.9994 after 100 000 hours of operation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have been a hot topic of research worldwide due to their small size, low power consumption, long life and easy integration [1] . VCSELs have played an important role in laser measurement applications, data communication, atomic clock applications and other fields in recent years [2] . The reliability of the laser is becoming increasingly important with the application prospects of lasers becoming increasingly extensive. The research on the lifetime and reliability of VCSELs is becoming a new focus, especially in recent years, with the increasing output power and electro-optical conversion efficiency of semiconductor lasers [3] .
Extensive work on the reliability of VCSELs has been performed by experts and scholars. As early as 1996 [4] , the reliability of 850 nm VCSELs applications in the field of communication was analyzed by Hawthorne III et al. In 2013, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Cristian Zambelli .
Sirbu et al. studied the VCSEL reliability of wafer bonding at 1310 nm [5] . Eighteen years and 30 years of the life span of the vertical cavity surface-emitting laser has been obtained at the driving current of 8 mA and 9 mA, respectively, at the temperature of 70 • C. Robert W. Herrick et al. studied the general influence of materials on their reliability, analyzed the common failure mechanisms and introduced the methods of the accelerated aging experiment [6] . Dafinca et al. studied the effects of atmospheric water vapor on the reliability and degradation performance of VCSELs. The effects of water vapor on the degradation of VCSELs have been tested under several accelerated aging conditions [7] . Suning Xie et al. studied the failure mechanisms of VCSELs under high humidity and at high temperatures but did not analyze the longevity [8] , [9] . Because of the long service life and relatively high reliability of VCSELs, the above studies on the reliability of VCSELs were conducted based on accelerated aging experiments to analyze the failure mechanism and factors affecting life span, to conduct failure analysis, and finally, to analyze and fit the failure life of VCSELs. The experimental cost was high, and the experimental period was long.
The performance degradation parameters of VCSELs contain more reliability information than the data from the VCSEL failure mechanism. The degradation performance parameters of VCSELs can be analyzed to statistically infer the service life, which can save substantial experimental time and cost. Since the degradation of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers is a monotonic irreversible process, the Gamma process is very suitable for degradation analysis. In this paper, the performance degradation of VCSELs was modeled based on the Gamma process, and the service life and reliability prediction of VCSELs were studied in combination with the performance degradation data of VCSELs.
II. DEGRADATION FAILURE MODEL
Generally, the performance of the product will deteriorate with the increasing of the usage during the service time [10] , [11] . When the performance exceeds the specified threshold, the product is considered to be failed and the failure is the so-called degradation failure. Currently, there are two kinds of methods to build the reliability models [12] - [14] . One method is to build the reliability model by analyzing the physical and chemical factors based on the failure mechanism, which cause the failure of the product. Since there are so many factors affecting the degradation process of the VCSEL including the internal reaction mechanisms and external environment effects, it is difficult to use this physics-based method to model the degradation process. The other method is to perform statistical analysis for the performance degradation data and then perform a curve fitting or directly a stochastic process model is built via testing analysis. The performance degradation process can be quantified by a certain stochastic process, such as Brownian motion and the Gamma process, where the random increment of the degradation can be described. Brownian motion is used to describe the random increment of the degradation process and the failure distribution of the product can be obtained by acquiring the time distribution of the first failure occurring [15] . According to the random process, the degradation in a certain time period follows normal distribution, but it cannot be guaranteed that the growth of degradation is monotonically increasing. Therefore Brownian motion is not suitable to describe the degradation process of monotonic change. Gamma process is a nonnegative, stationary, and independently incremented stochastic process that can be used to describe continuous cumulative performance degradation processes, such as fatigue, rust, and creep. Therefore, Gamma process can be used to establish a state space model to describe the degradation process of VCSELs and achieve the prediction of pre-failure life [16] .
Let the light power emitted at time t from VCSELs be P(t), and the output light power gradually decreases monotonously as the use time increases. The initial output power is denoted as P 0 . For certain types of VCSELs, when the magnitude of the injection current is known, it is a known quantity.
The cumulative degradation of the light power is denoted as d(t), d(t) = P(t) − P 0 . The VCSELs are usually considered to be invalid when the light output is degraded to a certain level. The d(t) values are independent of each other. Therefore, the performance degradation failure of VCSELs is consistent with the characteristics of the Gamma process. Therefore, the process {d(t),t≥0}is a random Gamma process. The features are as follows [17] .
3) Independent increment of d(t) is irrelevant. According to the above analysis, in combination with the degradation characteristics of VCSELs, the degradation d(t) follows the Gamma distribution, Ga(δ(t), σ (t)). Here, δ(t) and σ (t) are, respectively, shape parameters and scale parameters. When using the Gamma process to describe the degradation of VCSEL performance, the scale parameters σ (t) in the distribution in Gamma generally do not change with time. Therefore, σ (t) is denoted as σ . For the random variable with continuous nonnegative increment, the empirical maximization algorithm and particle wave algorithm can be used to solve the shape parameters and scale parameters.
Studies have shown that the statistical properties of VCSEL degradation do not change with time, so the degradation process is a stationary process. For stationary processes, we generally set the performance degradation at time t as a power of time. Thus, the shape parameter δ(t) is set to δ(t) = at b . The performance degradation at time t is usually a power function of time. Therefore, the density distribution function of d(t) should be
In this model, the unknown quantities are a, b and σ . For the vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers, the failure judgment threshold is I , and the failure time of the product is T , according to the definition of degradation failure, then [18] 
That is, the failure time is the time when the performance degradation reaches the failure judgment threshold for the first time. The state distribution of
The reliability of
The distribution function of the failure time can be written as
where, for a given α > 0,
From the definition of reliability, the real-time performance reliability of VCSELs can be obtained as follows
Equation (6) shows that if the estimated value of δ and σ can be determined and denoted asδ andσ , the reliability of the vertical cavity surface-emitting laser can be determined. If the failure distribution function F(t) is differentiable, the probability density of the failure time of the vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers can be determined [19] .
If δ is differentiable, then
In general, it is difficult to obtain the probability density distribution f (t) of the failure time by analytic method, so the failure time distribution of the process in Gamma can be obtained by a simulation method. Expectation maximization algorithm and particle filtering algorithm can be used for parameter estimation, and then the prediction of life expectancy and its distribution can be realized
III. MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm and particle filtering (PF) algorithm are combined to solve the parameters in the model. The EM algorithm is an effective method for maximum likelihood estimation. Each iteration of the algorithm includes two steps. The first step is to calculate the expectation, that is, the E step. The second step is the maximum, called the M step. The EM algorithm simplifies the maximum likelihood function estimation by assuming the existence of potential variables [20] .
The PF algorithm is a statistical filtering method based on the Monte Carlo method and recursive Bayes estimation. It is established based on sequence importance sampling (SIS) and Bayes theory and has a good effect on solving nonlinear, non-Gauss problems. The basic idea of the PF algorithm is that first, a set of random samples is generated in the state space according to the sample distribution of the system state vector (i.e., particles), then the weight and position of particles are continuously adjusted according to the observed data, and the initial sample distribution through the adjusted particle information is modified. The essence of this method is to use the discrete random measure composed of particles and weights to approximate the probability distribution of correlation and update the discrete random measure recursively according to the algorithm. When the particle capacity is large enough, it approximates the true posterior probability distribution of the state variable [17] .
Since the EM-PM algorithm has both advantages of the two algorithms, the combination of the two methods can more effectively solve the parameters in the model. First, the Monte Carlo method is used to simulate the increase in the degradation process for vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, and then, a set of failure data produced by simulation is used for the experience of a failure distribution function. The function is obtained based on the experience of vertical cavity surface emitting laser expiry time probability density distribution.
Suppose there are n VCSELs in a conducted degradation experiment, and the amount of degradation at time t 1 , t 2 , t 3 · · · · · · t m is recorded. The ith degradation of the jth sample is denoted as d ij , d i,j , i = 1, 2, · · · n; j = 1, 2 · · · m . When we estimate the unknown parameters a, b, and σ in model (2) from these performance degradations, we can infer the failure time.
The performance degradation of VCSELs obeys the Gamma distribution. The scale parameters of the performance degradation do not vary with time, and its shape parameters are time-varying parameters. The expected value and variance are, respectively, as follows.
Var
The performance degradation increment is denoted as
The likelihood function of the performance degradation increment can be written as
Equation (10) is the derivation of δ and σ , and the system of equations ofδ andσ can be obtained.δ andσ are the estimated values of δ and σ , respectively.σ =δ t n x n (11)
Solve the equations (11) and (12) to obtain theδ andσ . δ andσ can also be obtained using the following method.
According to the performance degradation, the performance degradation d recorded for the ith time is analyzed, and the estimated mean and variance of the performance degradation can be obtained, denoted asλ i andĥ i , respectively. Therefore,σ is estimated as 1
After the logarithm transformation, the increment in the degradation varies linearly, so using the data {log(ĥ j ), log(t j ); j = 1, 2, · · · , n}, the least-squares estimation of log(c) and b are obtained. The estimated value of c is denoted asĉ and can be obtained using exponential transformation for log(c). Then, the estimate value of a isâ =ĉσ . Because of δ(t) = at b , the estimated valuesδ can be deduced, and then the VCSEL degradation failure model can be obtained.
IV. RESIDUAL LIFE PREDICTION
Residual life refers to products from testing at a certain moment of the length of time the product is broken. Prediction of the residual life of equipment is an important part of maintenance management because the residual life prediction has an important effect on safety, economy and task in the process of product use; therefore, it is the important basis of maintenance decisions.
By determining the parameters of the state space model, the specific form of the state space model in Gamma can be obtained, and then the residual life distribution function of the product can be obtained. Let I be the failure threshold and x i the state value. Then, the distribution function of residual life at time t i is τ i .
According to the process of the particle filter algorithm, the distribution functions of residual life and probability density function are Under the condition d i,j , the average residual life is T R
The structure of the VCSELs is shown in figure 1 , which consists of a cavity with active region and two distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). The actual length of the cavity is approximately 1.3 microns, and the optical length is equal to 2.5 times the internal signal wavelength. The VCSEL active region is small and short in the cavity, which makes it easy to realize single longitudinal mode and low threshold (submilliampere-level) current operation. However, to obtain high enough gain, the reflectivity of its top and bottom end surfaces must reach 99% regardless of the material gain and the number of quantum wells. The DBR at the top is composed of p-type doped materials, while the DBR at the bottom is composed of n-type doped materials. The DBR is composed of a quarter wavelength AlGaAs layer with high reflectivity and a GaAs period interval with low reflectivity. Under normal working conditions (20-40 • C, nominal voltage, no external damage), the degradation of VCSEL performance is caused mainly by dislocation growth, semiconductor cracks and degradation of pore surface. Performance degradation due to these factors is monotonic and irreversible. The output light power decreases with time, and when the light power decreases by 20%, we determine VCSELs to be ineffective [3] . In this paper, from the degradation of the data from the literature [5] , using the above model, we analyze the reliability of the vertical cavity surface emitting lasers. A total of 5 VCSELs has undergone reliability analysis after the high temperature accelerated-related aging performance degradation, as shown in figure 2 for VCSELs working under 9 mA. A random set of five samples under 150 • C were analyzed in the performance degradation experiment, with the measurement time interval of 25 hours, 5000 hours, assuming that product failure threshold for 20 (i.e., working current increased by 20%, VCSEL failure), and the products of degradation data are shown in figure 2 and table 1.
Using the parameter estimation method of II, the estimated values of each parameter can be obtained as:σ = 17.2408, a = 6.2482 × 10 5 ,b = 1.1354.
By substituting the above estimates into (2), the distribution density function of the degradation quantity can be obtained. By using this function, a group of times when the degradation first reaches 20% of the failure threshold is obtained by using the simulation method, that is, the failure time. The sample function of the failure distribution of VCSELs can be obtained by using this set of failure times. Because the two-parameter Weibull distribution represents the fault type with increasing, decreasing or constant failure rate and has good flexibility, the two-parameter Weibull distribution is used to fit the sample function of the failure distribution. The two-parameter Weibull distribution function and density function are as follows, respectively,
The estimated value of the parameters in the distribution can be obtained by the analysis of the failure performance. That is,m = 7.2437,κ = 2.794 × 10 5 . According to the two-parameter Weibull distribution, the failure time of VCSELs is 261 470 hours, that is, the life span of VCSELs is 261 470 hours, approximately 29.85 years, which is in good agreement with the reliability analysis data of the accelerated aging experiment. The reliability function is
Based on this model, the reliability of VCSELs can be calculated at any given time t. The estimated reliability of VCSELs at any detection time is shown in figure 3 , and we can infer that the reliability of VCSELs after 100,000 hours of operation is R (100 000) = 0.9994. According to the literature [8] and combined with the failure model established in this paper, figure 3 shows the failure probability curves of VCSELs under different working conditions (I=9 mA, T=100 • C and I=9 mA, T=200 • C). The life span of VCSELs reaches 352,794 hours when the working current is 9 mA, and the temperature is 100 • C, and after 100 000 hours of operation, the reliability is R (100 000) = 0.9999. When the temperature rises to 200 • C, the life span of VCSELs is reduced to 183 562 hours, and the reliability after 100 000 hours is reduced to R (100 000) = 0.9865. This result occurs due to the increased working temperature and the increased velocity of carriers inside the VCSELs, which leads to the increased convergence rate and shorter life span. Figure 4 shows the failure probability curve of VCSELs at 9 mA and 150 • C, where the dotted line is the fitting two-parameter Weibull distribution, and the solid line is the empirical distribution function. A state-space model based on the Gamma degradation process was established after the parameters of the model were obtained. Through calculation and combining with the accelerated aging experimental data, the VCSELs probability density functions of failure distribution under different working conditions were obtained, as shown in figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the density function of two-parameter Weibull distribution. From the figure, the distribution density reaches the maximum at a point, which is the life span of VCSELs. The life span of VCSELs decreases as the temperature increases.
VI. SUMMARY
Because of the long service life and high reliability, the performance degradation experiment cost is high, and the experiment period is long. The degradation of VCSEL performance is monotonically decreasing and irreversible, so modeling and analyzing the degradation process based on the Gamma distribution can reduce the cost and time of aging experiments. In this paper, the reliability analysis model was established by using the Gamma distribution, and the expression formula of the reliability function was obtained. Combined with the performance degradation data obtained from accelerated aging experiment, the life span of the VCSELs was approximately 30 years, and the reliability was 0.9994 after 100 000 hours of operation. Based on the performance degradation model of the Gamma process, the service life and reliability under other working conditions were predicted, which provides a new method for studies of the reliability of VCSELs and provides a certain reference value for evaluating the reliability of devices.
